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return flights’ Co2 equivalent between 
London and New York removed from 
the atmosphere, due to NFC activities  
in FY21 

Current 
carbon sink of 

CO2-e

trees planted by 
NFC to date

Out-growers planting 
trees in the communities 
surrounding NFC’s 
plantations to date

5 x plantations +1 sawmill 
certified by the Forest 
Stewardship Council TM 
(FSCTM)

40,000

Conservation

Number of jobs 
created directly 

in FY21

134 (12%)

11 
injuries 

occurred at 
work in FY21 

including 0 
fatalities

$12 million:
spent on community 
development programme 
to date

400 000

43 schools, double 
classroom blocks or teachers’ 
accommodation built to date

31
clean water 
points built to 
date

health centres/Dr 
accommodation 
built to date

46
Village savings 

schemes 
established

Beekeeping 
groups 

supported

1400 Kg 1900 Kgof honey 
harvested
in FY21

38

16

estimated number of people in 
NFC’s neighbouring villages 

that benefit from our community 
development programme

jobs created for women
in FY21

1152

3.9m 
tonnes

of avocados / fruit 
harvested from 
fruit trees donated 
by NFC in FY21

68,000

4,000

29,1 
million

OUR KEY IMPACTS OUR KEY IMPACTS

hectares of sustainable 
forest land managed 
by NFC

FSCTM



metric tons of carbon 
equivalent emissions 
estimated to be removed 
from the atmosphere by 
NFC’s maturing operations

tree seedlings 
planted by 
Out-growers - 
cumulatively to 
date

1/3
portion of NFC’s 
forest land that 
is reserved for 
conservation 

Participant of WWF’s 
Forests Forward & New 
Generation Plantations 
(NGP) Platform – promoting 
responsible & sustainable 
plantation forestry

Participant of the Circular 
Bioeconomy Alliance, 
established by His Royal 
Highness The Prince of Wales

65,000

14
million

$13.5m 

100%
of our products sold in 
FY21 substituted imports 

93.4
million

81,307

7

$1.84 
million

paid in taxes or 
government fees in FY21

OUR KEY IMPACTS

metric tons of carbon 
equivalent emissions 
estimated to be 
removed from our Out-
growers

45,000

sales revenues
generated in FY21

estimated kilometres of
electricity grid built with
NFC’s poles

biological asset value

spent on road construction 
to date

$2.42
million

$143.6 
million
invested to date
(debt and equity)

manufacturing plants:
3 pole treatment plants, 
3 sawmills & a value added 
timber plant operating in 
East Africa

Commerce



Employee photography competition 1st place Tanzania winner, Oshemue Mgimwa 
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CEO STATEMENT

T he pandemic-induced reverberations faced by all 
businesses and nations in 2020 remained through 
The New Forests Company’s 2021 financial 

year. The NFC Team has performed admirably and with 
resilience throughout a very difficult period, and our focus 
remained clear: 

•   contain costs, 
•   tightly manage cash, and 
•  drive top line revenue wherever possible. 

While the Ugandan business performed satisfactorily 
overall, despite COVID-19 related restrictions and a 
minimally disruptive national election period, the treated 
pole operations in Tanzania suffered greatly as funding 
for infrastructure projects was diverted. Despite mitigative 
measures implemented and followed at all of NFC’s offices 
and operations, several of the staff contracted COVID-19 
and many more had to care for loved ones who became 
ill, but gratefully there were no employee fatalities from the 

disease. Vaccine rollouts have been of varying success – 
so far – across the geographies. Most of our South African 
team having now had access to the jabs, while many 
colleagues in Uganda and Tanzania are still awaiting theirs.  

However, two of the albatrosses hindering your company 
for the last few years are being, or have been, resolved as 
of this writing. 

Following negotiations that began in November 2020, 
NFC’s share in the New Forests Rwanda business was 
sold to the Rwandan Social Security Board (RSSB) 
for approximately USD 20mn. While the Board and 
management team were saddened, on some levels, to 
exit Rwanda after more than ten years and an initial strong 
start in the country, we believe this was a good resolution 
to a difficult situation and we wish the RSSB the best of 
success. We leave behind a well-trained work force with 
experience in best management practices, and a strong 
footprint of collaboration with neighbouring communities. 
I would like to thank the NFC investors who supported 
management’s efforts during the sometimes-challenging 
difficult negotiations. 

The sale of New Forests Rwanda has put the Company 
on a stronger financial footing, and we pre-emptively 
reengaged with the Development Finance Banks in the 
context of resolving NFC’s balance sheet challenge and 
setting up for future growth in a manner that is value-
accretive to shareholders. The Company was approved 
for working capital facilities at interest rates below the 
weighted average cost of capital. 

During the year, NFC became a member of HRH the Prince 
of Wales’s Circular Bioeconomy Alliance and we have been 
successfully networking with the Strategic Markets Initiative 
(SMI), WWF FF and NGP for new bankable opportunities in 
the natural climate solution space.

Our Landscape approach to risk mitigation and building 
resilience and livelihoods of our neighbours was a big focus 
during FY21, as we recognized the pressure COVID-19 
was placing on rural communities in particular. To date 
we have donated over 14 million trees to smallholder tree 
farmers and we have mapped almost 6,000ha of their 
trees, to enable targeted trainings and to bring them into 
our strategic timber supply chain. 

A highlight in the year was our signing an 18-month 
co-funded grant with the Dutch Fund for Climate and 
Development (DFCD) for a carbon credits project that 
includes the land managed by NFC in Uganda as well 
as our out-growers. This will supplement incomes for 
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smallholders to enable them to not cut their 
trees early and gain full value for their mature 
trees. Crucially it will also promote tree-
growing in a country with less than 9% forest 
cover remaining. As part of the grant, we 
invested in remote sensing and GIS analysis 
that proves over the past 20 years the areas 
managed by NFC and the Out-growers 
are pockets of green in an increasingly 
deforested landscape. In Tanzania over 
90% of our out-growers confirmed in a social 
survey we undertook that they have pride in 
tree farming and over 69% confirmed that 
the Company had improved the lives of their 
families. 

In Uganda an analysis of the innovative 
Payment for Risk management, community-
based Forests for Prosperity (FP) Program 
confirmed an annual average 79% reduction 
in the costs of theft and fire to NFC. Payments 
made to communities, since the pilot in FY17, 
have resulted in equity in small business 
valued at $69,700. This is in addition to the 
spirit of collaboration that has evolved from 
FP by creating win-win scenarios – perhaps 
the most valuable benefit after all.

I am pleased to report that the longer-term 
outlook for the business is strong. After 
many years of patiently waiting, the vision 
of our early investors is coming to fruition 
and the world is seeing enormous value in 
integrated natural capital solutions like the 
ones NFC offers, combining commercial 
forests, conservation areas, carbon sinks, 
and impact initiatives such as our industry 
leading out-grower program. Let us call it 
“planet insurance”. We continue to increase 
sales of FSC-certified timber products to 
our multinational customers, and we have 
embarked on a path to achieving VCS as 
our chosen carbon certification as it best 
aligns our operating model with the markets. 
As our vision evolves to become our reality, 
your NFC team commits to driving strong 
financial performance, maintaining a culture 
of workplace safety and inclusivity, and 
ultimately growing and replicating our high-
impact integrated management model, 
which we believe is unique in the space.  

Darren

Source: FOREST AND BIO-BASED INDUSTRIES – a part of 
the solution in mitigating the global environmental crisis - 
Visionhunters.com

Cross laminated timber (CLT) is an engineered timber 
product that is strong enough to replace cement and steel in 
multi-story buildings. By replacing concrete and steel with 
renewable CLT timber, an average saving of 1400 tCO2e can 
be achieved per building:

Not only do growing trees remove carbon from the 
environment, but timber has a carbon substitution effect, 
when it replaces cement and steel in the construction 
industry. Cement and steel are currently responsible for +/- 
10% of climate change. For every cube of wood grown and 
used in construction, about two tons of carbon are captured 
from the atmosphere.

1 M3
WOOD

CARBON STORED 
IN THEWOOD

SUBSTITUTION
EFFECT

0.9
TONS
CO2

2 TONS C02

1.1
TONS
CO2

TOTAL CARBON 
CAPTURE

1500

1000

500

0

-500

-1000

tCO2e

+1200

+1000

+500

-200

Carbon emissions of the construction materials

Concrete CLT

-400

Carbon stored in the building

-850

-1400
tCO2e

CO2
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T he New Forests Company Group  (NFC) is a sustainable forestry and value-added timber products business with 
operations in Rwanda, Uganda and Tanzania,  a management support office in South Africa, and headquarters in 
Mauritius. From Aug 2021, the Rwandan operation will no longer be part of the NFC Group, having been sold to a 

minority shareholder. Our core business is managing our own established timber plantations to harvest and processing 
high quality wood products – including electrification & telecom transmission poles; sawn timber; kiln dried timber; 
wooden pallets and biomass. Increasingly, the company seeks to market the ecosystem services of carbon, biodiversity 
and water that are protected and restored due to our management activities. 

OVERVIEW

COMMUNITY

CONSERVATIONCOMMERCE

NFC’s Shared Value business model is based on Community, 
Conservation, and Commerce with all three being equally critical 
to the success of the company.  If we do not create a community of 
aligned interests with our neighbours and employees they could 
become a major risk, instead of our biggest assets. If we neglect 
our environment, we will not be able to grow trees in perpetuity.  
Ultimately, we must be commercially successful for the company 
to be sustainable.   

INTEGRITY

INSPIRATION

INNOVATION

Our Mission is to become the 
premier vertically integrated, socially 

responsible, sustainable timber 
company in our markets, sharing the 
value we create with shareholders, 

employees, customers and 
neighbouring communities. We are 

an agent of change, helping redefine 
the role of companies as drivers of 

economic growth in Africa.

NFC’s Vision is 
to be the most 
successful and 

sustainable, 
integrated Pan-
African timber 

business.

Our Core Values are: 

NFC’s Shared Value business model
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KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN FY21  

FY21 was a very challenging year for many African 
countries and businesses as a result of the Covid-19 
pandemic which significantly slowed economic growth, 
led to shutdowns, health care challenges and slowed 
operations of many of our key customers. In Rwanda, 
negotiations with a minority shareholder over the sale of 
the NFC’s Rwandan business coincided with a stoppage 
of trade there, while the Tanzania government struggled 
to execute their electrification program, resulting in 
weak demand for treated poles. Group sales cooled to 
$13.5M down from $17.7 million in FY20, but the company 
demonstrated resilience to the challenges through effective 
cash management and a committed team.
 
The resuscitated voluntary carbon market, with rising 
prices for carbon credits and surging interest in natural 
climate solutions – such as afforestation – will create an 
additional revenue stream for the company from FY22..
 
African Governments have long recognised the link 
between access to energy and economic growth, but with 
Covid-19 challenges they have struggled to even keep 
the electrification rates at pace with their high population 
growth rates. More than 90% of rural East Africans 
still resort to using firewood for cooking fuel on a daily 
basis, meaning increased risks and challenges for our 
communities but also increased demand for our timber 
products. The continued timber ban in Kenya has helped 
grow our export sales to that country, and the Company 
is establishing an office in Nairobi to leverage future 
opportunities in this regional hub. We have now planted 

43 million trees to date, Including seedlings distributed to 
our neighbours, while managing 40,000 hectares of leased 
sustainable forests. All of NFC’s territories are responsibly 
managed according to the Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC) principles and criteria.  

Encouragingly some of the large global beverage 
companies, have started to appreciate our FSC certification 
and this led us to certify our Uganda sawmill under FSC’s 
Chain of Custody in FY21.

Timber from our plantations is reaching maturity, and 
access to this resource will result in improved cash and 
EBITDA going forward.  There are initial signs of renewed 
activity in the Tanzanian pole sector, and we anticipate a 
better year for treated pole sales in 2022. The Integrated 
Timber Resource Plan (ITRP) which includes a pipeline 
view of timber coming from NFC plantations and 3rd party 
suppliers, including our out-growers, has been refined 
and continues to support our strategy of promoting the 
commercialization of our out-grower program.

The NFC Group structure has remained stable during FY21, 
with efforts to streamline operations, a focus on agility, and 
aligning skills with business needs. The Planning Function 
now falls under the Group Head of Forestry; The Group 
Head of HR has taken on additional activities related to 
strategic planning and alignment, while the Chief Impact 
Officer is co-ordinating the Carbon project.

NFC and our labour contractors directly employed 1152 
people this year, an increase of 261 jobs from FY20 due 
to the increased harvesting activities in Tanzania and 
Uganda. While all of NFC’s workforce are free to organize, 
only 57 individuals (5%) are covered by a collective 
bargaining agreement, all of whom are in Tanzania.

ECONOMIC VALUE GENERATED: FY20 
$ millions

FY21 
$ millions

Variance 
%

Sales 17.8 13.5 -24

Employee compensation 4.9 4.7 -4

Community investments 0.3 0.3 -

Payments to capital providers 8.3 4.3 -48

Taxes and other payments to government 3.8 2.4 -37

Total Assets 165 119 -28

Retained earnings deficit 53.8 83.1 54

COMPANY PROFILE
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Uganda Forest Management: FSC-C001823
Uganda Chain of Custody: FSC C162788
Tanzania Forest Management: FSC-C124444
Rwanda Forest Management: FSC-C131488
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Note: figures are averages across the reporting period. FY21 FY20 Difference

Contract Labour Women 93 75 +18

Rwanda Tanzania Uganda SA Mauritius

18 32 43 0 0

Full Time employees Women 41 40 +1

5 16 15 5 0

Total 23 48 58 5 0 134 115 +19

Contract Labour Men 775 510 +245

Rwanda Tanzania Uganda SA Mauritius

113 150 491 1 0

Full Time Employees Men 263 266 -3

76 82 98 6 1

Total 189 232 589 7 1 1152 891

Group Total 212 280 647 13 1 1152 891

MARKETS  

NFC’s wood products strategy, a subset of our integrated 
land management focus, is based on growing demand for 
timber products in the electrification, construction logistics 
sectors in East Africa. Our main products are transmission 
poles for rural electrification, fencing poles and sawn 
timber products, such as pallets and construction timber. 
Increasingly we seek to leverage the ecosystem services 
of carbon, biodiversity and water that we generate through 
our management activities towards a growing market 
for natural capital and climate solutions. There is also a 
limited but growing market for biomass residuals in each 

territory as multinationals seek responsibly managed and 
sustainable sources of fuel.

New Forests remains the largest manufacturer of quality, 
treated transmission poles in East Africa and the company 
has become a preferred supplier to several major 
infrastructure contractors. We aim to minimize transport 
between plantations, manufacturing and markets,, 
providing a competitive advantage and limiting our carbon 
emissions. Our main markets remain Tanzania, and 
Uganda, but with increasing product volumes delivered to 
Kenya, the DRC and other regional geographies.

HUMAN RESOURCES
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KEY RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

OPPORTUNITIES 

The years 2021-2030 have been declared as the 
decade on Ecosystem Restoration to achieve the UN 
SDGs. Globally there remains much to be done as 
world leaders head towards COP26 in November 2021. 
We anticipate even greater commitments on mitigating 
climate change, and further clarity and strengthening of 
the carbon markets to come out of that global event. NFC 
has partnered with the Circular Bioeconomy Alliance, 
the Strategic Markets Initiative, WWF Forests Forward 
(FF) and New Generation Plantations (NGP), as well as 
the Business For Nature lobby group to ensure we are 
well placed to be part of the climate change revolution 
and able to leverage the ecosystem services of carbon, 
water, and biodiversity that our management activities 
protect and promote. 

The Company continues to seek to unlock new customers, 
new geographies and new products through diversification 
and leveraging our sound track record. Rural electrification 
remains key to East African development strategy and we 
anticipate demand to pick up in FY22, with more timber 
business coming out of Kenya, DRC as well as export 
markets beyond Africa. 

GOVERNANCE

The highest governance body is the New Forests Company 
Holdings Ltd. Board of Directors. In FY21 the Board 
reduced from six to five Directors and two observers, who 
all hold shares in the company – or represent parties who 
do – and the Chairman is independent. All Directors, apart 
from the CEO, are non-executive. The Board members are 
nominated by the nominations committee and serve the 

Risk Mitigation

C
O

M
M

ER
C

IA
L

Limited customer 
base

Diversification into new products (timber and ecosystem services) and new 
geographic markets

Perception of poor-
quality, locally-made 
wooden poles

Ensure and demonstrate our high quality, while raising local pole standards and 
quality assurance processes in procurement

Limited forestry sector 
financing

Working with finance partners to create patient equity and blended return 
financing innovations to fund growth of greenfield forestry industry

Tree risks Managing fire, pests, diseases and theft through awareness, training, close 
monitoring, research and development, incentive alignment and legal action

Supply chain 
transparency

Practical, cost-effective actions for smallholder African tree planters, such as 
training and code of conduct

LO
C

A
L

Political context Navigating complex political environments while adhering to global standards of 
governance and ethics

Community and 
labour relations

Proactive engagement strategies (including Forests for Prosperity) to strongly align 
interests 

Land acquisition Adhere to national laws and voluntary international responsibility standards  

PE
O

PL
E

Key personnel loss Integrated employee value model, covering onboarding training and development, 
reward & recognition

Health and safety, 
(including responding 
to pandemics, such 
as Covid-19)

Continuous training, incident reporting and focus on prevention by operational 
managers, with auditing and guidance by SHEQ manager.  Close co-ordination 
with Country Operations Directors, HR, CSR and local government stakeholders 
(where appropriate)

NFC maintains a detailed risk register and mitigation strategy, summarised as: 

COMPANY PROFILE
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shareholders. Each Director aligns  
with NFC’s triple bottom line approach 
to doing business. All conflicts of 
interest among Board members are 
declared before they join and they 
are required to report any that arise 
subsequently.

The Chief Impact Officer (CIO) reports 
to the CEO and is responsible for 
developing and implementing the 
Shared Value strategy to maximize 
our positive impacts in community, 
conservation, and commerce. She 
makes ESG presentations to the 
Board for oversight and guidance 
and receives direct coaching from 
Directors. Social, economic and 
environmental topics are business 
critical and reported on at all board 
meetings.  
 
Below the holdings Board is the 
Executive Committee (Exco) who 
set strategy and identify and resolve 
operational issues. They comprise 
the CEO, Group Finance Manager, 
Rwanda Country Manager; Tanzania 
Country Manager, Uganda Country 
Manager; Group SHEQ Manager, CIO, 
Group Head of HR, Group Head of 
Forests and the Group Head of Sales 
and Marketing (eight men and two 
women, of whom three are Black and 
seven are white). In FY22 the Country 
Manager roles in Uganda and Tanzania 

will become Country Operations 
Director roles and the Rwanda role 
will fall away. Each country has their 
own Management Committee (Manco) 
reporting to the Country Manager. 
Uganda also has an Operations 
Committee under their Manco.

Environmental, social, and economic 
impacts are collected by the country 
management committees and 
Corporate Responsibility Programme 
Managers – who report to the Country 

Managers, with an indirect reporting to 
the CIO.  Whenever critical concerns 
arise, these are brought to ManCo and 
Exco. Depending on urgency, they 
are communicated immediately to the 
Board or during the quarterly board 
meetings.

The group’s Shared Value 
performance is assessed annually 
by third party independent auditors, 
such as the Forest Stewardship 
Council and ad hoc Environmental 
and Social Action Plan (ESAP) audits 
which drive compliance with the 
International Finance Corporation’s 
Performance Standards. The Board 
also reviews and approves NFC’s 
annual sustainability report, ensuring 
all material aspects are covered. 

NFC has a code of conduct that every 
employee and Board member must 
sign and uphold. Employees know 
they can discuss issues of ethics and 
integrity with their direct supervisor 
or further up the chain, if necessary.   
All employees have access to an 
anonymous whistle blower hotline.

The Holdings and management 
services companies’ main social, 
environmental and economic impact 
is setting, supporting and auditing 
group level policies

New Forests Company Group Trading Structure – June 2021

New Forests
Rwanda
Limited

(Rwanda)

New Forests
Company
Limited

(Uganda)

New Forests
Company
(Tanzania)

Limited
(Tanzania)

New Forests
Company
Rwanda
Limited

(Mauritius)

New Forests
Company

Uganda UK
Limited

(UK)

New Forests
Company
Tanzania
Limited

(Mauritius)

New Forests
Company

Management 
Services

(Mauritius) New Forests
Company
Limited
(Kenya)

DORMANT

New Forests
Company

Management
Services (Pty) 

Limited
(South Africa)

100% 99.96% 98.2%

100%

100%83% 100% 100%
100%

New  Forests Company Holdings 1 Limited

Rwanda
Country 
Manager

Uganda
Country 
Manager

Tanzania
Country 
Manager

Country 
ManCo

Country 
ManCo

Country 
ManCo

Holdings
Board

CEO

Exco
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International Standards and Partnerships  

•  Business For Nature (lobby group)
•  Circular Bioeconomy Alliance 
•  Forest Stewardship Council
•  IFC Performance Standards
•   International Union of Forestry Research 

Organization (IUFRO)
•  ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015
•  Strategic Markets Initiative
•  UN Sustainable Development Goals
•  WWF Forests Forward
•  WWF New Generation Plantations Platform  

National Associations

•  African Forestry (Tanzania Association)
•  Association of Tanzania Employers
•  British Business Group (Tanzania)
•  CEO Round Table of Tanzania 
•  East African Business Council (EABC)
•  EU Business Group (Tanzania)
•  Federation of Ugandan Employers
•  FSC Working Groups 
•  Kenya Wood Preservers Association 
•  Private Sector Federation in Rwanda 
•  Private Sector Foundation Uganda
•  Uganda Manufacturers Association
•  Uganda Timber Growers’ Association (UTGA)
•  Uganda Utility Pole Producers Association
•  WWF Uganda 

The company applies the precautionary approach 
by conducting Environmental Impact Assessments 
(EIAs) and biodiversity studies at all plantations 
and timber processing sites. Our ongoing impacts 
are monitored and managed in compliance with 
the high standards of the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC).  

We conduct social baselines and Participatory Rural 
Appraisals (PRAs) at all operational sites to assess 
potential negative social impacts. From these 
we develop action plans to avoid environmental, 
economic or social harm and identify opportunities 
to increase positive impacts. 

STANDARDS AND
ASSOCIATIONS  

NFC CSR Contribution to Rwanda 
in FY21

My name is Eric Maniraguha and I am 51 years old. I 
joined the New Forests Company Rwanda in 2014 as 
Community Development Officer (CDO) where I lead 
community issues related to NFC’s business risk mitigation, 
stakeholder relations and neighboring community livelihood 
improvements. I regularly interacted with suppliers, 
community members, key partners, leadership at local and 
central government, clients, staff, health centers, schools, 
Out-growers, VSLAs, and various NGOs.

I was also chairman for the staff representative committee, 
acting as a bridge between the Company and the employees. 
Based on my own views and those expressed to me, New 
Forests Company has been an unrivaled employer here 
in the region with exceptional professionalism in Forestry, 
good salaries compared with local employers, equitable 
human and social welfare, local and national business 
developing strategies, and remarkable uniqueness. For ten 
years, from 2011, NFC put enormous efforts into training 
NFRL local teams, building the timber industry in Rwanda, 
developing, and supporting timber and non-timber 
businesses as well as the community. This has impacted 
positively on relationships with neighbouring communities 
and as well as  shareholders. 

We are grateful for all that we gained from NFC and wish 
the NFC Family all the best in their business initiatives 
around the World. The community and the staff are very 
proud of having interacted and worked with NFC and will 
always miss this unique Company. 

COMPANY PROFILE
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Paul Simon is an impact investor and member of the NFC Holdings Board of 
Directors. He also is a Sustainability link Board Director.

We asked him when he joined NFC and why?
Paul replied, “We initially invested in NFC in 2008 and I joined the Board around 
2017. In our investment strategy, we look for market-based solutions to the many 
challenges humanity is faced with. With NFC, we were very impressed by the 
company’s holistic approach to commerce. The company has developed a 
model where the financial performance is closely corelated with the social and 
environmental impact.

We asked Paul what his priorities are for NFC now and going forward
Paul replied, “Sustainability and impact sit at the very core of NFC’s corporate 
philosophy and operating model. By aligning interests with local communities, we 
create win-win situations that ultimately benefits all stakeholders. I’m very proud that 
NFC has successfully continued its community work during Covid and remained 

true to its ethos, also when faced with significant financial challenges. Looking forward, I’m particularly excited about our 
carbon credit programme which we expect to launch in early 2022.” 

VOICE FROM THE NFC HOLDINGS BOARD

I n 2011, after responding to a request for proposal, 
New Forests Rwanda Limited secured a 49-year forest 
concession, delivering rights to responsibly manage 

a commercial forest buffering surrounding the country’s 
largest and most precious indigenous forest, the Nyungwe 
National Forest.

The 8,500-hectare asset, which holds approximately 1,85 
million cubic metres of mature pine and other tree species, 
would be harvested, and replanted on a rotational basis and 
would add value through a series of processing plants to 
manufacture wood products for construction, domestic and 
commercial industry; electricity transmission poles; and bio-
energy – both for the local Rwandan and for the regional East 
African market.

Since starting the operation, New Forests Rwanda built a pole 
business in Nyanza with a CCA treatment plant, we employed 
300 employees, upskilling them as Bell Logger Operators, 
Chain Saw Operators as well as Supervisory and Management.

The Sawmill Operation was first based in Kitabi and then 
expanded to Kamatsira. In each of these operations we 
employed 250 employees, where they were upskilled as 
machine operators in order to successfully provide sawn timber 
to the market.  In 2017, we commenced with the start of a higher 
value addition sawmill based in Nyanza, which included two 
kilns and state of the art value additional sawmilling equipment.  
The aim of this operation was to be able to supply higher value 
product for the construction industry.

The Forestry Operations was instrumental in the planting, 

harvesting and management of the forest buffer zone under 
the concession agreement, employing security guards and 
foresters who operated and were trained under the guidance 
of an experienced Forestry Manager. These employees were 
trained to use forestry equipment and through day-to-day 
interactions and hands-on experience are now as skilled 
any other forestry team working in East Africa. Including 
both permanent and seasonal employees, we employed 950 
people in various roles within the Rwanda Forestry Operation.

After twelve successful years of activity in Rwanda, New 
Forests Rwanda made the decision to sell their shares in the 
Rwanda operation to the Rwanda Pension Fund (the RSSB), 
one of New Forests Rwanda’s long-time minority shareholders.

Over the years, New Forests Rwanda has put great effort into 
training the team, building the industry, developing best in 
class systems and positive relationships with neighbouring 
communities, and ultimately achieving FSC certification for 
the Forests. 

We leave Rwanda with a collectively heavy heart, but we 
hand over a mature and professionally managed business to 
the Rwanda Pension Fund. The sale of New Forests Rwanda 
will allow The New Forests Company to accelerate our 
growth plans in Uganda and Tanzania for 2022 and beyond. 

We wish the Rwandan Pension Fund team, and our former 
colleagues who will remain with the business, the best of 
luck through the transition and beyond.

By Stella Molenaar, Group Head of HR

OUR RWANDA JOURNEY
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COMPANY PROFILE

Martin Ngiruwonsanga, Bee farmer CODAPE 
cooperative in Nyamagabe
60 years old and head of a 6 members household, 
Martin Ngiruwonsanga is a professional beekeeper 
from more than 20 years. He is a member of CODAPE 
Bee farming cooperative that signed a partnership 
MoU with NFC in Uwinkingi sector of Nyamagabe 
District. 

“With NFC, we have become professionals in bee 
keeping. I received trainings and benefited of bee 
keeping substantial equipments my cooperative 
received from NFC. Our honey production has 
increased at the extent that I earn twice a year 
significant income I use to pay my family’s expenses 
including school fees, health insurance, food, clothes, 
etc. This is a career NFC built for me and I will be 
thankful towards New Forests Company forever.” 

Faustin Bizimana, Security Staff (Team leader)
At 40 years old and head of a 6 member household, 
Faustin Bizimana joined NFC in 2014 as Security guard 
and later was appointed Security team leader.

I joined NFC from previous security duties in tea 
factories. By training me and paying me a good salary 
on time, NFC enabled me to buy land on which I 
constructed a shelter for my family. NFC has treats 
me as a parent towards his son. The news that NFC is 
exiting the business in Rwanda made me sad.

Dative Uwamariya, Casual labor retrenched
23 years old, Uwamariya lives in Kitabi. The New Forests 
Company employed her in NFC’s Nurseries. 

“I do not find right words to express my gratitude 
towards NFC, the Company that saved my life and that 
of my kid when we were desperate in this world. I was 
offered a job with no discrimination; the staff integrated 
me and was treated equally like other staff. I was coached 
and advised how to work in a nursery and the wage I 
received monthly took me from a poorest orphan-parent 
to a responsible mother capable to care (for) herself 
and her kid who has joined the primary school. I have 
recovered my place in the society. I can strive for myself 
and my Kid who is now given equal opportunity to grow.” 

Christine Karekezi, Administrative Clerk
At 36 years old and mother of a household composed of 6 members, 
Christine Karekezi joined NFC in 2016 to serve as a casual for poles 
binding, then she got a permanent contract as a security guard and 
later she was promoted to the post of Administrative clerk.

« Working with NFC has been a good opportunity for learning, being 
promoted and building my career. It has been a good experience for 
me whereby I acquired diversified skills. I gain my life with a decent 
salary; I contribute to expenses of our household, and this is a value 
added to me as a woman. »
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Evariste Nzajyibwami, Kitabi Out-grower Association and
VSLA member
At 70 years old, Evariste Nzajyibwami is a member of the Kitabi 
Sector Out-grower Association and lives in Nyamagabe District 
where he grows eucalyptus maidenii and avocado fruit trees.

“When I look at my beautiful eucalyptus and avocado fruit 
trees, I am really impressed and thank NFC for the seedlings 
and support I received for free to plant my own forest and have 
fruit for my family. This is a heritage I will leave to the family 
when I go back to my Ancestors.

As a grandparent for a vast family, I have been given the 
opportunity to make a valuable investment. This has boosted 
my whole life; I am no longer counted among vulnerable as I am 
becoming a millionaire soon. Thanks to NFC for the seedlings 
and technical support and the funds we were offered to initiate 
small businesses while growing our trees.”

Emmanuel Bigirimana, Bee Farmer from KOVUKA
cooperative in Nyamasheke 
At 33 years old and head of a 4-member household, 
Emmanuel Bigirimana is a young professional beekeeper 
for more than 10 years. He is a member of KOVUKA Bee 
farming cooperative that signed a partnership MoU with 
NFC in Karambi sector of Nyamasheke District.

“NFC has been more than a father through the support 
and beekeeping equipment my cooperative was granted, 
coupled with a well-fenced apiary which enabled me to 
be a professional in beekeeping. I have been sufficiently 
trained to build a career that will feed me and my family 
forever. The honey production I have annually brings an 
income that enables me to overcome poverty issues in 
my family. Special thanks to NFC and its staff that took our 
development as a priority in their business. My children are 
studying both primary and secondary schools and have a 
decent house and livestock that guarantees my household’s 
livelihood.”

Jean de Dieu Tuyishime Rugogwe Cell Executive Secretary
At 34 years old, Mr Jean de Dieu is the Executive Secretary of Rugogwe Cell, 
adjacent to NFC’s staff house and its harvesting operations. He received 
timber from The New Forests Company for the ceiling of the Rugogwe cell’s 
office located in Uwinkingi sector of Nyamagabe District. NFC has always 
worked closely with Mr de Dieu in mobilizing the community to fight illegal 
activities in the concession such as encroachment, tree theft, cultivation, 
grazing, etc.

“On behalf of the Rugogwe Cell I officially represent, I would reiterate my 
gratitude towards NFC for all the work done with and for our community. 
Water tanks and taps have been installed for clean water, infrastructure 
built including roads and bridges, classrooms and ecosan toilets, honey 
collection facility, etc. A seedling multiplication project was funded while 
jobs were also offered to members of the community. I really appreciate the 
approach The New Forests Company has been using to reach out and work 
with our community. We were always consulted at the right time before any 
intervention is undertaken to be part of the solution. We are also thankful for 
having been granted valuable timber to build our cell office. We commit to 
be good ambassadors.”
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COMMUNITY

Community social impact survey in Tanzania

School kids Art Competition, Uganda 2nd place: 

Peteryne Nakikubo
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N FC strives toward scalable, innovative, private 
sector driven rural development in East Africa. We 
follow a co-design model of piloting innovations and 

using data to monitor and analyse our performance, aiming 
to learn lessons and apply continuous improvement. We 
seek to build partnerships with associations, government, 
corporates and NGOs to expand the scope and impact of 
our initiatives where possible. Ultimately, we aim to build 
Agency over Dependency, so that if the company was no 
longer around, the communities would continue to thrive.

FORMALIZING THE OUT-GROWER PRO-
GRAM
In FY21, Covid-19 highlighted the need for NFC through 
the Foundations’ work to focus on building livelihoods 
and resilience, such as formalizing and promoting the 
commercialization of the Out-grower program. 

The 2.5-year IDH grant in Uganda which ended in June 
2021 was instrumental in supporting the mapping of Out-
grower plots, registering growers into 17 tree grower 
Associations and streamlining the company processes for 
procurement from growers, as well as addressing many of 
the Out-grower pain points.

During the grant period, there were 52 silviculture days 
held with Out-growers on NFC plantations. Six hundred and 
twenty-four (624) Out-growers participated in trainings that 
focused on silvicultural practices, risk management and 
financial literacy. Almost 3,000ha of Out-grower plots have 
been GPSed and entered into our Microforest database. 

This has set the groundwork for the landscape carbon 
project in Uganda, which includes qualifying Out-growers.

Seven visits to the NFC Pole treatment Plant and /or 
Sawmill for Out-growers were arranged during FY21, to 
help them understand the market and quality requirements 
of NFC better. Ten Out-growers sold their trees directly 
to NFC for a total of $78,000 during FY21. We know that 
many small growers sell their trees to middle-men and we 
have allocated a Community Liaison Officer to work closely 
with the sawmill and pole plant to source more Out-grower 
timber and increase their strategic share of our 3rd party 
purchases. 

One of the pain points identified by Out-growers was the 
need to know the value of their trees and the prevailing 
market prices, to strengthen their bargaining power when 
selling. NFC worked with the Uganda Timber Growers 
Association (UTGA) and each quarter timber prices are 
now published on their website. The physical equipment 
for timber enumeration is expensive, however, so NFC 
used an innovative mobile technology application, 
developed in Sweden, called Katam, which uses GPS and 
picture images to estimate the number of trees and their 
volume in a woodlot. Twenty Out-growers were trained in 
using the application on basic smartphones donated to 
Associations. Thirty-six (36) woodlots equivalent to 95.2 
ha were then enumerated with both Katam and traditional 
callipers. The NFC Uganda Forestry Manager was satisfied 
with the results, as the Katam app demonstrated around 
80% accuracy, enough to give growers a good indication 
of their tree value.

Below is the English version of the easy timber selling 
guide designed by NFC for our Out-growers, who on 
average have only finished Primary School. It was 
important to have a simple process using pictures and 
minimal words to help them understand our buying and 
payment process. Normally suppliers are paid on 30 

Kitabi Out-grower Association VSLA Committee members
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to 60 days’ terms, depending on their contract, but with 
smallholders it was important to pay them quickly, within 1 
to 2 weeks. The Finance department also enabled payment 
to them via mobile money, for those who don’t yet have 
bank accounts. To date, the CSR team in Uganda has 
facilitated the opening of 36 Association bank accounts 
and 646 individual bank accounts. 

The timber selling guide was translated into the local 
language and tested with a group of Out-growers to get 
their feedback and make improvements before it was 
published and shared with all our Out-grower Associations. 

It will be reviewed and updated annually, where necessary

In Tanzania, meanwhile, the Out-grower program also 
continues to expand and mature. We have completed 
50% of the MFA Finland funded 3-year Treegrower support 
program and are on track to reach the goal of afforesting 
1,800 ha in the 18 villages we support, surrounding our 
plantations . Avocados are donated alongside pine and 
euc seedlings, to complement apiculture and ensure 
nutrition and cash crops as the growers wait for their trees 
to mature and to be included in the NFC strategic supply 
chain as preferred 3rd party suppliers.

Community
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This certificate has been awarded to New Forests Company 
for measuring and advancing social sustainability with 
anonymous feedback

Date: January 2021Smallholder group: Outgrowers

Certified by: Work AheadSupported by: Finnfund

Social Sustainability &
Impact of Smallholder
Sourcing

Work Ahead is an independent third party that provided the technology 
for anonymous and confidential surveying. For more information: info@workahead.co
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Sustainable Development Goals 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11  |  UN Global Compact  |  
ILO Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work  |  Poverty Probability Index  |  
IFC Performance Standards 1, 2, 4, 7
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OUT-GROWER SOCIAL SURVEY -  
FEEDBACK FROM TANZANIA 
During February 2021 NFCT conducted a mobile social 
survey in 6 villages surrounding the NFCT plantations. 
These villages were Makungu, Mkalanga, Ukwega, Idete, 
Ng’ang’ange and Kising’a. The survey was part of a pilot 
project initiated by Finnfund with the aim of collecting and 
analysing feedback and impact data from stakeholders. 
The information gathered provided valuable information 
for the development of our NFCT operations, policies 
and processes. The survey had an additional benefit of 
strengthening the relationship with important stakeholders 
across our community. 

The survey was conducted through the use of mobile 
phones and video survey technology designed by 
Workahead, a Finnish tech company, which was suitable 
for use during the Covid-19 pandemic. NFCT assisted with 
the preparation of the survey questions and translation 
of the survey into kiSwahili. The survey allowed those 
being surveyed to view the question as well as to hear the 
question and answer anonymously by pressing a visual 
icon on a device screen.

“This is an important initiative for Finnfund. We have 
actively been looking for new innovative ways to give voice 
to different stakeholder groups of our investee companies 
to better understand the different dimensions of impact our 

investees have on people’s lives. It has been valuable for 
NFC but for us as well to get impact data and feedback 
from their Out-growers,” said Kaisa Alavuotunki, Head of 
Impact at Finnfund.  

NFCT was able to reach 187 Out-growers. The growers 
were taught how the application worked, and whilst some 
were able to respond to questions themselves, others who 
struggled with the use of mobile phones were guided by 
enumerators hired to support this exercise. Questions 
included:

1.  Is the company’s impact on your community more 
positive or negative?

2.  Which positive effects is the most important, in your 
opinion?

3.  If you had a complaint or worry about the company, do 
you believe it would be get resolved?

4. Which service would you most like to see improved?
5. Do you feel pride over tree farming?

A clear majority of respondents said the company had 
positively impacted on both the life of their family (69%) 
and their community (67%). From the options provided, 
the most valued positive effects were improved education, 
improved health, and improved housing. The community 

Community
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also highlighted the improved effects on environment, 
respect for women, and improved financial wellbeing. An 
impressive 90% said they feel pride over the tree planting.

These positive results were further expanded upon by 
various member of the communities when asked to provide 
additional feedback about NFCT.

“The company helped us a lot to improve the way we 
are growing trees for profit through different trainings. 
Previously we planted more trees in the area thinking 
that we will get more profit but now NFC trained us on 
spacing, size of the (planting) hole, weeding, pruning and 
fire prevention and fighting”. Lazaro Stephano Lukosi (25 
years), Kising’a Village Executive Officer & Out-grower.

“NFC provide extension services to us. We are now adapting 
to new methods of planting trees. They went further by 
introducing Village Saving and Loans Association (VSLAs) 
which we are now using to find other alternative income 
generating activities while waiting (for) our trees to mature”. 
Kalista Magoda (42 years), Out-grower at Ng’ang’ange 
Village.  

“There is a difference in our village between how we 
were living before the NFC operations and now in terms 

of planting trees and women empowerment. We are now 
good in taking care of trees and believe this will bring 
positive impact in (the) future. Susana Ngogo (41 years), 
Out-grower at Ng’ang’ange Village

“The company helped us a lot in extension services, we 
are now good in planting and maintaining our woodlots. 
Two things that I would request are; NFC should establish 
(a) tree nursery in our village so that the Out-growers will 
be able to collect seedlings right after he/she prepares the 
woodlot instead of waiting (for) the distribution schedule 
from the company. Also, to be assisted in finding better 
market for our products as currently we are selling our 
trees at low price”. Henrick Boikipande Kikoti (54 years), 
Idete Village Chairperson & Out-grower.   

The survey results show the health of the relationship 
between NFCT and the villages and Out-growers which 
form such an integral part of our stakeholder community. 
“We are grateful that Finnfund introduced and led this 
initiative. The project helped us to get objective data on 
our community engagements in order to do continuous 
improvements. It has also demonstrated the impacts of 
our projects and can support future audits and investor 
proposals,” said Candice Taylor, Chief Impact Officer at 
the New Forests Company.
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Patrick Mugenyi & Rogers Wogira

Byron Rugyema, Patrick Mugenyi & Richard Drileyo

Patrick Mugenyi & John Kawooya

Nicholas Tuhamize & Patrick Mugenyi 

Joan Asiimwe, John Kawooya, Richard Drileyo, Joel 
Bagatya adn Rogers Wogira

Matthew Mapfumo & Patrick Mugenyi

Uganda long service awards

LONG SERVICE AWARDS - UGANDA
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LONG SERVICE AWARDS - TANZANIA

Richard Mtunzwe, Darren Lapp, Sosthenes Nyaluhera, 
Hezron Msigwa, Christian Malekela, Humphrey Magelanga, 
Shaibu Mdemu.

NFC CEO handing out appreciation certificates

From the NFC CEO, Darren Lapp: “I would like to thank you all for your 
hard work and service to the Company. This is greatly appreciated, and we 
wish you all another ten years as we continue to grow our business. Thank 

you all for your continued support to the success of New Forests.”

HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
We started the Payment for Ecosystems Services (PES) 
Pilot Project (as it was initially called) at Kirinya, our 
smallest Uganda plantation in July 2016 with community 
consultations. It has since evolved into a Payment for 
Risk Management program, fondly baptized “Forests 
for Prosperity” (FP) by NFC’s neighbouring communities 
covering all 20,000 hectares – three plantations and the 
pole plant - that NFC manages in Uganda. 

The name reflects the challenges of the past relationship 
between NFC and its neighbours, and the hard rocky 
lessons learned from NFC’s journey without a map from its 
first decade of operations in stakeholder engagement and 
community development as an essential part of building its 
responsible forest management operation.  The name also 
captures the aspirations for a brighter future based on aligned 
interests between community and company – prosperity 
for the communities and prosperity for the NFC plantations 

FORESTS FOR PROSPERITY PROGRAMME  

A robust Community Risk Management Program based on 
Aligned Interests
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Forest for Prosperity sign off ceremony with Twekembe 
Nalugazi CA members at Mityana Pole Plant on 
22nd.12.2020.

FP youths receiving prizes after winning a football match

Community

through a robust community risk management programme 
co-designed and agreed between the principals.  

THE MODEL
The communities – through their 23 Community 
Associations (CA) – and NFC Plantation Management, 
agree and sign annual performance agreements based on 
a mutually agreed scorecard covering risks such as fire, 
theft, cultivation, charcoal making and hunting, mediated 
through with New Forests Foundation (NFF), and witnessed 
by the local governments authorities who also have the final 
say in resolving potential conflicts between the FP partners 
in the unlikely event that consensus breaks down. The CAs 
are therefore the focus of fostering community agency and 
improving livelihoods in these rural communities.  

Beyond the performance scorecard, NFF also supports 
the CAs in implementing their livelihoods projects by 
providing technical support.  Financial literacy, small 
business training and management of loans are critical 
to the success of the project.  A Micro Finance Institute 
(MFI) partner – OBUL (Opportunity Bank Uganda Limited) 
was identified and brought on board to provide services, 
training, and support, while the CAs grow their businesses.

NFC’s adoption of a Shared Value approach signaled a 
willingness to try new innovations through “pilots” then 
gathering data to implement lessons learned and to 
continuously improve, based on a commitment to ensure 
Free Prior Informed Consent (FPIC) principles in all aspects 
of the community engagement process.

These CAs also play a significant part in NFC’s landscape 
carbon project, emphasizing not only risk mitigation around 
commercial areas but covering conservation areas too.

FIVE YEARS LATER, WHAT ARE THE 
RESULTS?
The original objectives of risk mitigation for the company and 
equity value creation for the communities are being realized. 

A simple Cost Benefit Analysis of FP using the annual average 
of incidents from FY16, FY17 and FY18 as the baseline (i.e., 
Before FP), against FY20 and FY21 (i.e., After FP) for fire and 
theft shows an annual 79% cost saving to NFC. 

Communities benefitted with the generation of business 
equity valued at USD69,700 since the start of the pilot 
in FY17. This is in addition to the spirit of teamwork and 
collaboration that has evolved from FP by creating win-win 
scenarios – perhaps the most valuable benefit after all.

Other benefits include Capacity Building through a variety 
of trainings, which has built agency and confidence in the 
CAs: CA Members participated in the following training 
events over the last two-years:

• 520 apiculture trainings
• 529 governance trainings
• 1033 risk mitigation trainings
•  2208 small business, savings &  

loan management trainings

Since 2019, more than 440 people received in excess of 
USD80,000 in loans from either Opportunity Bank or the 
CAs’ own VSLAs (Village Savings and Loan Associations). 
Access to small loans not only enables our neighbours 
to start small businesses, but they can better weather 
cashflow shocks and cover school fees or medical bills.

THE FUTURE
Populations in Uganda are doubling every 20 years and 
there is increasing pressure on land. Risk mitigation for the 
company must involve close partnership and engagement 
with our neighboring communities. Forests for Prosperity 
ensures that NFC has a strong Shared Value foundation 
to navigate new and evolving challenges, such as 
COVID-19, the economic environment, and stronger ESG 
compliance requirements. We will continue to gather data, 
have dialogue, and innovate our way to finding practical, 
acceptable outcomes for both community and company, 
nudging the needle, making a difference.



FP champions of Fy19 receiving gifts, shield and cheque at KirinyaFP ceremony Kirinya

FP Labour.

FP Learning.
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RWANDA

UGANDA

NFC COLLECTIVE SOCIAL IMPACTS TO DATE PER COUNTRY

Villages
Electrified
with donated 
poles 

11 village 
and loan associations 
with 335 members
(40% are women)

Tree Out-grower 
associations: 

15 with 276 
members (21% 
are women)

6 beekeeping 
associations with 
239 members 
(21% are women)

Honey
harvested: 

582 kg

17
water points

240kg
of avos/fruit
harvested
in fy21

5

8 Hospital / clinic / 
Dr Accommodation

beekeeping 
associations
with 251 
members (35% 
are women)

Honey harvested in fy21: 

Tree grower 
associations

School
plantations: 

Double 
classrooms

9 village 
and savings 
associations with 
265 members 
(77% are women)

girls 
dormitories

24

500kg

9

29 6

4

Hospital
/ clinic

Secondary
schools

Bridges

Banking hall 1

23 FP Community 
Associations with 2573 
members (48% are women)

26 Village 
savings & loan 
Associations with 
1244 members 
(40% are women)

23 with

287 kg

17  
Tree-grower 
associations

2
3

of honey

4
Beekeeping 
associations

832 
members 
(39% women)

TANZANIA
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Tree seedlings donated: 

1,600,000

of fruit
harvested
from trees
(papaya, avo)

Out-grower areas 
mapped into 
Microforest:

4
10
religions 
institutions 
plantations

1 power
generator
donated for 
Health centre

1 nursery

2 roads

4 classrooms
12  
ablution blocks

Eucalyptus 
essential 
oil projects: 

13255 Ha
157 kg

school
plantations

100
school desks 
donated

Religious 
institution 
plantations

FP 
Community 
Association

Tree seedlings 
donated: 

4,722,509

Out-grower 
areas mapped 
into Microforest: 

+1950 Ha

48 school 
ablution pits

1700kg of 
avos/fruit 
harvested in 
fy21

1 48

17  
Tree-grower 
associations Tree seedlings

donated to date:

7,612,396

2 x school 
plantations supported 
and 1 religious 
institution

Out-grower 
areas 
mapped into 
Microforest: 
+3000 Ha

1 Pig
farming

1 

1 fish farm1

20 x 
classrooms/ 
school 
accommodation

1 granary 
project

6 
community 
buildings

1 goat farming

2 co-
operatives

1 Fruit 
tree farming

Ablution 
block

maize 
mill
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STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK 

NFC actively listens to stakeholders, not only to address 
their concerns or complaints, but also to respond to 
suggestions or aspirations. This informed our shift from 
infrastructure development to building agency through 
livelihoods development, Forests For Prosperity and 
commercializing our Out-grower scheme.

Our collaboration with WWF FF, NGP, CBA, SMI, Business 
For Nature and FSC is aimed at accessing and influencing 
broader conversations around sustainable, responsible 
and successful African forestry.

INTERNAL NEIGHBOURS PARTNERS OBSERVERS

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT - IDENTIFYING STAKEHOLDERS

• Board of Directors
• Employees
•  Seasonal and 

contract workers

•  Direct beneficiaries 
of NFC’s community 
development 
programmes

•  Neighbouring 
communities

• Government officials
• Suppliers
• Customers
• Investors 
• Donors 
•  Development finance institutions
•  NGOs e.g, WWF and CBA

•  Observers 
(outermost circle): 

•  Local and 
international NGOs 

• Media
•  Subject Matter 

Experts

Daily interactions, 
regular meetings, 
official grievance 
mechanism

Daily interactions with Community 
Development team, regular 
meetings, official complaints 
mechanism, perception surveys, 
Participatory Rural Appraisals or 
Forests For Prosperity community 
engagements

Regular meetings, reports 
as requested, annual 
Sustainability Report

Proactively engage local 
players and respond 
when engaged by 
international parties

Relationship 
Management Relationship 

Management Relationship 
Management

Relationship 
Management

Community

Employee Photography Competition,
Uganda 3rd place Maximo Owenema
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EXTERNALITY MITIGATION 

In FY21, New Forests invested over $914,400 in community 
development and stakeholder engagement, which is 
critical to our proactive risk management. This is roughly 
half from grants and half from in-kind support, with total 
investment in community development to date being $12m. 

All of NFC’s forestry and timber processing operations 
have comprehensive community engagement, impact 
assessments and development programmes: 
-  Participatory Rural Appraisals (PRAs) to help 

communities identify their challenges and solutions while 
establishing free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) for 
our operations

- Social Baselines at all plantations
-  Local engagement and community development 

programmes
- Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) 
- Biodiversity Studies (plantations only)
- Forest Stewardship Council certification (5 plantations) 
- Ad hoc IFC Environmental and Social Performance 

STANDARDS COMPLIANCE AUDITS

Significant impacts are those which affect communities’ 
livelihoods, access to clean water, employment 
opportunities, environmental hazards, physical safety, 
economy and political climate. Local Communities 
are defined as those living within five kilometres of our 
operational boundaries.  

The operations with significant potential or actual negative 
impacts on local communities are the forestry operations and 
pole treatment plants in Uganda, Tanzania, and Rwanda.  
The potential negative impacts include: fire, watershed 
damage, erosion, spillages of hazardous substances, dust 
created by vehicles, housing displacement, displacement 
of grazing and crop cultivation activities leading to loss of 
income, health and safety risks, damage to private property 
and encroachment onto private property.  

Actual negative impacts of our operations have been 
physical displacement of persons, their crops, livestock and 
temporary housing; political and local leader manipulation 
for personal gain; and damage to private property. However, 
the company does everything we can to mitigate and 
compensate for these through supplementary action plans 
(SAPs), ensuring our net impact is overwhelmingly positive 
and preserving the mutually beneficial relationships with 
our stakeholders that is critical to our long-term success. 

The company cannot currently monitor all the impacts 
within our supply chain. Our markets are starting to 
recognise the need for responsible sourcing but do not 
yet pay a premium for sustainably sourced timber, making 
full tracking systems cost-prohibitive. We have initiated 
supplier codes of conduct and continue engaging with 
customers, FSC and other stakeholders for practical 
solutions for smallholder timber growers in rural Africa. 

ANTI-CORRUPTION 

NFC has a zero-tolerance policy on corruption by 
employees, suppliers, or other stakeholders as per 
our Code of Conduct. All operations are assessed for 
corruption risks by our Country Managers and finance 
teams. Additional checks put in place at pole yards in FY20 
are being reviewed and updated.

NFC has explained our anti-corruption policy to 100% of 
our governance bodies, employees, seasonal and contract 
labour, suppliers, and business partners. The company 
has never had a legal action filed against us regarding 
anti-competitive behaviour or violations of anti-trust or 
monopoly legislation.

NFC did not make any political contributions in FY21. The 
company was fully compliant with laws and regulations 
and was not required to pay any non-compliance fines or 
sanctions.  

NFC and Community meeting in Tanzania
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EMPLOYMENT

The HR People Strategy transforms the lives of our employees:  

LOCAL RECRUITMENT

NFC’s turnover rate in FY21 was 20% for men and 2% for 
women, with a total of 10 new hires (2 women and 8 men; 
two were below 30 years; eight were 30-50 years old and 
non was over 50). There were no voluntary resignations of 
senior managers in 2021

The HR Manual requires local recruitment unless skills or 
expertise are not available and cannot be trained in the 
short to medium term. 

Vacancies for all positions are advertised in the local media 
and shared with the neighbouring communities.  Women 
are encouraged to apply. Applications are screened 
and suitable candidates are interviewed and subject 
to competency assessments, depending on the skills 
required. Final interviews are held and reference and 
qualification verifications are conducted. The interview 
panel decides based on the above and offers employment 
to the best candidate.  

MANAGEMENT DEMOGRAPHICS: 
There were 38 managers (Manco level) across the 
Group in FY21
Women:     Local: 8 (21%)   Expatriates: 0
Men:          Local: 18 (47%)   Expatriates: 12 (32%)

NFC’s 
turnover rate 

in FY21

Men:
9,95%

Women:
3,5%

Women
8

21%

Local
Men 18
47%)

Expat
Men 12
32%

38 managers 
at Manco 

level

Leadership 
Commitment

Driving the group strategy through  
leadership development and coaching

Values and  
Behaviours

Improving recruitment processes and  
onboarding of new employees

Workforce 
Capabilities

Driving performance and talent management; 
learning and development

Recognition 
and  
Consequences

Ensuring we pay our employees correctly  
and recognise high performance

Practices and  
Procedures

Complying with good practices and  
principles for employee well-being

Underpinning 
Structures

Having the right structures, competencies  
to support sustainable growth

Monitor and  
Evolve

Tracking our achievements against  
our strategic objectives

30 8

Community
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NON DISCRIMINATION 

No incidents of discrimination were recorded in FY21.    We 
have a formal grievance procedure that employees are 
encouraged to use via their line managers, the HR department, 
and, where applicable, the trade union mechanisms. All 
grievances are reported to the Group Head of HR. There 
were zero grievance recorded this year across the Group.

Employees are encouraged to use the Whistle Blower 
hotline which is managed by an accredited, independent 
external service provider called: Whistle Blowers (Pty) Ltd. 
The service allows directors, employees, communities, 
contractors, suppliers and associates with the means 
to anonymously “blow the whistle” on fraud, corruption, 
criminal activity and/or other irregularities. Each country 
has a toll-free number that is advertised via posters, on 
the corporate website and communicated verbally to 
employees, contractors and neighbours.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, 

Training is broken down into three key areas: Technical, 
behavioural and leadership.  

We encourage a blended learning platform, which entails 
formal training; informal training; on the job training; 
mentoring; coaching and online learning. This allows 
flexibility of delivering training to all employees within 
the regions. Supervisory and Management development 
modules have been rolled out across the Group.

New employees receive orientation training and an 
in-depth onboarding, to ensure they understand the 
expectations of the role; the structure of the organisation; 
processes; policies; code of conduct and who to contact 
for assistance. Development plans are put in place for 
employees during performance appraisal discussions, 
which are held quarterly.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

The negative impacts of COVID-19 continued to be felt 
throughout FY21 at all our sites in Africa. Due to various 
lockdowns, there was a reduction in our operations and 
for the second year a decrease in lost time incidents (LTI) 
and non-lost time incidents (NLTI) compared to FY19. 
There were a total of 11 work related injuries in FY21 and 
no fatalities.
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Near Misses (NM) 2 9 11 91 114 969

Non Lost Time Incident (NLTI) 13 20 8 18 8 7

Lost Time Incident (LTI) 5 4 8 9 5 4

Fatalaties (FAT) 0 0 0 1 0 0

Total OHS Incidents 18 24 16 28 13 11
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The large increase in Near Misses (NM) from 114 to 969 
is due to our continued focus on safety awareness and 
reporting. This is a sign of maturity in the field, whereby near 
misses are not seen as something to be hidden, but reported, 
reviewed and improvements made where necessary.  

Analysis of the Near Miss root causes indicated that the 
majority occurred under forestry and 71% were related to 
“Awareness of surroundings”. This data helps us to focus 
more attention on situational awareness during safety 
briefings, trainings and risk assessments.

Lost time incidents frequency rate (LTIFR) was 28.95 and 
the all incidents frequency rate (AIFR) was 79.61. These 
are calculated by multiplying the number of incidents by 
one million and divided by the total manhours worked 
over a period. The representation of employees in formal 
joint management-worker health and safety committees is: 
Rwanda is 8%, Tanzania is 5%, and Uganda is 6%.   

Our work locations are remote and our workforce is 88% 
male.  Some workers do not live with their families, which 
increases the risks of HIV/AIDS, so we organize HIV/AIDS 
voluntary, anonymous counselling and testing quarterly or 
annually (depending on the risk in that area). We operate 
in areas where malaria is prevalent, so we have also 
done trainings on malaria prevention and treatment. Our 
agreement with the labour union in Tanzania also includes 
health and safety.

HUMAN RIGHTS  

All our investment agreements include consideration for 
human rights and social impact, within the framework of 
the International Finance Corporation’s Environmental 
and Social performance standards. Rwanda, Uganda & 
Tanzania ensure 100% of our workers are trained in our 
human rights policies and the CSR teams include human 
rights awareness training in their community work.
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Confirmed
Positive 
Cases

1 1 1 12

Deaths 0 0 0 0

Recovering 0 0 0 2

Recovered 1 1 1 10

Vaccinated 3 8 11 10

COVID-19 IMPACT

The Company has continued to support employees and 
the neighboring community with awareness, prevention 
and treatment, where appropriate against COVID-19. The 
company has implemented specific Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOPs) in line with government regulations in 
each territory in response to the pandemic.

Despite a number of employees being infected, most 
notably in Uganda, there have fortunately not been any 
fatalities due to the disease. The company is encouraging 
vaccination to help curb the spread of the disease and to 
reduce the severity of possible infections.

COVID-19 
Reporting 
for FY21

Awareness of surroundings

69%
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Grip or hold

Tools, equipment or materials

Inspection and awareness  
of surroundings

Walking or working surface
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Motivation and work standards  
or procedures 

Steep roads

Inspections

Employee knowledge

Fatigue
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According to the national laws in Uganda, Rwanda and 
Tanzania and international statutes, none of the local 
communities in our areas of operation are considered 
“indigenous peoples.” During FY21, we had no violations 
of the rights of indigenous people.

EXTERNAL EVALUATIONS 

The COVID-19 pandemic impacted on external assessments 
in FY21, specifically with respect to travel restrictions.  This 
resulted in auditors implementing remote or hybrid audits 
for FSC forest management and chain of custody, in line 
with the derogations issued by FSC, though most of the 
audits were delayed and one was postponed and is yet to 
be conducted. Remote audits are run entirely via a web-
based platform such as Microsoft Teams, with us supplying 
the required documentary evidence mainly via e-mail. 
Interviews with stakeholders were conducted remotely as 
well.  Hybrid audits are where the lead auditor leads the 
audit remotely via a web-based platform whilst an in-country 
technical team gathers evidence on the ground as directed 
by, and on behalf of, the lead auditor.  For some standards 
where auditing capacity is available in-country, a local team 
would carry out an on-site audit whilst observing at least the 
three basic requirements for managing COVID-19, masking, 
social distancing and frequent hand washing.

Tanzania succeeded in their FSC Forest Management 
audit while the Uganda audit was postponed due to 
COVID-19 restrictions. The Rwanda audit was put on hold 
due to the business sale negotiations there. However, NFC 
successfully underwent our first FSC Chain of Custody 
audit at the Uganda Sawmill during FY21. 

NFC Group SHEQ Manager, Alois Mabutho: “Our perfor-
mance in these audits was better than good largely due to the 
strength of our Integrated Management System (IMS)”

The NFC Environmental and Social Action Plan (ESAP) 
against the International Finance Corporation’s (IFC)’s 
Performance Standards was confirmed to be completed 
and closed in FY19 after external audit and verification by 
a group of investors.  

GRIEVANCE RESOLUTION 

During FY21, there were no grievances related to human 
rights filed with the company. Ten years ago complaints 
were raised by communities in Uganda, about claims to 
constitutionally protected land within the Namwasa and 
Luwunga Central Forest Reserves. It is a risk for any 
neighbours to feel aggrieved by the company, regardless of 
the legal frameworks. We voluntarily entered into dialogue 
with these communities, mediated by the World Bank’s 
Office of the Compliance Advisor Ombudsman (CAO). 
We signed agreements with community co-operatives and 
fulfilled all our commitments.  Both disputes were officially 
closed and recognised internationally as role models of 
successful resolution between private companies and 
communities. Final reports for the complaints are available 
on the CAO website. 

PREVENTING CHILD LABOUR AND 
FORCED LABOUR
All New Forests’ plantations and timber processing sites 
proactively mitigate the risks of child and forced labour. 
In Rwanda, citizens have government issued ID cards 
which the company checks to verify that labour are over 
age 18.  In Uganda and Tanzania, citizens do not have ID 
cards, so we require references from village leaders who 
confirm that workers are above 18 and do not have criminal 
records. In all countries, labour are recruited locally and at 
will.  The company pays employees directly and audits the 
contractor labour’s payslips to ensure all workers are fairly 
compensated and are not there out of force. 
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Conservation

Employee Photography Competition Tanzania 2nd place: Tumaini Mahuve (this is a controlled burn in a firebreak)

Employee Photograpy Competition Tanzania 3rd place: Baraka Komba
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N FC has a proactive, landscape approach to 
managing land through responsible forestry 
practices, helping neighbours adapt to climate 

change, and actively conserving indigenous forests, 
wetlands, biodiversity and woodlands. 

CLIMATE CHANGE 
The United Nations refers to climate change as the greatest 
environmental challenge facing mankind in the 21st 
century (http://www.fao.org/forestry/climatechange/53459/
en/). Greenfield tropical forestry is increasingly being 
highlighted as the cheapest, most effective way to mitigate 
climate change. As we increase our Out-grower program, 

we anticipate further carbon sequestration and climate 
change mitigation through the growing of millions of trees 
and landscape restoration.  

WWF have launched their Forests Forward program to 
keep forests thriving for people, nature and climate. NFC 
is featured as one of the founding participants in Africa, 
under “Landscape innovation in Uganda’s forests” 

Source: Forests Forward | Initiatives | WWF  
(worldwildlife.org)

WWF Forests Forward | WWF (panda.org)
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The Company also signed the Business for Nature pledge to urge governments around the world to adopt climate friendly 
policies that reverse nature loss.

Nature is everyone’s business

Healthy societies, resilient economies and thriving businesses rely on nature
Governments must adopt policies now to reverse nature loss in this decade.

Together let’s protect, restore and sustainably use our natural resources.
#natureiseveryonesbusiness

 
Source: Call to Action — Business For Nature

Conservation
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NFC CARBON UPDATE
Since our last Sustainability Report, NFC has embarked on 
a Landscape Carbon journey, thanks to a co-funded grant 
by the Dutch Fund for Climate and Development (DFCD) 
and managed through WWF NL. The project aims to help 
NFC certify carbon credits, focusing on Conservation and 
Community areas, following our Shared Value approach 
to supporting the Three Cs (Commerce, Community and 
Conservation). The potential landscape covers an area of 
~1 million hectares, that is 50km surrounding any of our 
operational areas.

 
While NFC has supported communities throughout the 
landscape to plant and grow trees for many years, it has 
been difficult to monitor their long-term performance. This 
is essential to enable communities to achieve carbon 
certification.

New developments in remote sensing have made this, and 
a plethora of other monitoring capabilities, possible and 
cost efficient. Due to the grant, NFC was able to invest in 
remote sensing in FY21 with GIS analysis and can now 

Uganda Out-grower tree plot, within the NFC Landscape

NFC Landscape in Uganda
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monitor tree health, harvesting progress and landscape 
disturbances as needed in Uganda. It is now possible to 
track whether Out-growers still have a standing crop of 
trees, or whether they have felled it, and the extent of fire 
damage can be determined without guesswork. We can 
also monitor compliance with environmental legislation, for 
example, not planting trees within wetlands.

Importantly, remote sensing allows us also to get historical 
data and clearly show the impact that NFC has had within 
the landscape over time. Comparing tree cover data over 
the last 20 years clearly shows that areas outside of NFC’s 
management have seen drastic deforestation, where areas 
that once were forest are now cropland or even bare soil. 
On NFC managed areas, however, the landscape has not 
only been spared from deforestation, but actually seen an 
increase in forest cover – indicated by the darker green 
colours in the images below. This clearly illustrates the 
impact of sustainable forestry.

NFC has selected the VCS carbon standard and is 
following the methodologies for Afforestation in community 
and conservation areas, and has prioritized these for 
carbon certification within FY22. The next phase will involve 
REDD+ within the conservation areas. After that we will 
cover Afforestation of New commercial areas. 

With the carbon markets recovering and natural climate 
solutions a key part of the climate change solution, NFC 
is well placed to diversify our revenue streams, invest in 
ecosystem service offering and leverage the work that has 
been done in the past 15 years to successfully manage 
and monitor the forest management units and also the 
surrounding landscape. This will be a game changer not 
only for our financial sustainability, but for our neighbours, 
who can secure interim cashflows, as they wait for their 
trees to mature.

BIODIVERSITY AND HIGH 
CONSERVATION VALUE AREAS 
There were no significant negative impacts from our 
activities, products or services on biodiversity in protected 
areas or areas of high biodiversity value in FY21. 

We have conducted biodiversity studies in Uganda (2012–

14), in Tanzania (2014) and in Rwanda (2018 baseline study 
and 2020 monitoring study with training on how to do the 
monitoring. The forest we managed in Rwanda is a buffer 
zone conserving one of the richest biodiversity hotspots 
in the world, Nyungwe National Park. We complete these 
studies every five to ten years to compare trends.  So far, 
there is only one IUCN Red List species identified within 

Tree cover of Namwasa plantation and surrounding area in Uganda (2000 to 2020)

Conservation
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Country Plantation 
Name

Total Area
Total 

Commercial 
Area

Conservation 
Area

Remaining 
Plantable Area

(ha) (ha) (ha) % (ha)

Uganda

Namwasa 9,153 5,326 3,828 42% 675
Luwunga 9,303 5,118 4,185 45% 1,465 
Kirinya 3,507 2,690 799 23% 337
Total 21,963 13,134 8,811 40% 2,477 

Tanzania

Lukosi 2,348 1,574 774 33% 85
Kisinga 4,787 2,828 1,959 41% 401

Makungu 929 576 352 38% 22
Total 8,064 4,978 3,085 38% 508

Rwanda

Nyamagabe 3,641 3,052 588 16% 235
Karongi 1,823 1,622 201 11% 47

Nyamasheke 3,326 2,770 556 17% 65
Nyaraguru 1,423 1,428 175 12% 47

Total 10,213 8,837 1,521 15% 394
NFC Group 40,240 26,985 13,417 33% 3,379

Skye Sunbird (Cinnyris whytei skye), a member 
of the Greater double-collared sunbird complex, 
found in the Eastern Arc Mountains (Rubeho and 
Udzungwa Mountains), newly described in 2016. 

This one was photographed close to Ibofwe near 
the New Forests Company Makungu Plantation by 
Riaan Marais – NFC Finance Manager, Tanzania.

our operational areas, Dissotis Arborescens, an orchid 
classified as endangered in Tanzania. 
Our Safety, Health, Environment and Quality (SHEQ) 
Manager is responsible for driving our biodiversity 
monitoring plans. The conservation areas we protect are 
generally degraded forests and riparian zones next to 
streams and rivers and we do not conduct commercial 
activities in these areas. In general, more than one third of 
the areas we manage are left for conservation purposes. 
We promote apiculture in the conservation areas to 
increase pollination rates of plants and we are active in 
protecting water ways. As a result we are starting to witness 
plant, insect, bird and animal species regeneration in our 
conservation areas including monkeys, buck, and snakes.    

LAND MANAGEMENT  
Our plantations are planted with eucalyptus and pine. 
New Forests counts any land we manage that is protected 
and preserved based on its natural or cultural value as 
conservation area. A small portion of this area is used for 
offices and roads.

Dissotis arborescens A. & R. 
Fernandes
  
This species is here on Lukosi, 
and is listed on the IUCN red list 
as endangered, with a decreasing 
population trend. It is only found in 
Southern Tanzania.

If you see it, please notify your 
forester and show them the location 
of this flower.
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Conservation

Type of 
Assessment Location Date

FSC Chain of 
Custody, Sawmill 
main assessment

Uganda 
November 2020 
(certificate issued 
24 December 2020)

FSC Forest 
Management, 2nd 
certification period 1st 
surveillance

Tanzania May 2021

FSC Forest 
Management, 3rd 
certification period 2nd 
surveillance

Uganda 
postponed due 
to COVID-19 
restrictions

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND 
COMPLIANCE
Our environmental policy and plans have been continually 
adapted and crafted to be 100% compliant with the laws 
of the countries we work in as well as all the voluntary 
international certifications we adhere to: FSC, IFC E&S 
performance standards, ISO 14001, ISO 9001 and OHSAS 
18001.  These policies, management plans and operating 
procedures are all stored on our Integrated Management 
System (IMS) database which all relevant employees’ 
access.

The company also has a monthly monitoring system to 
consolidate all our reporting requirements for investors, 
FSC, IFC, ISO, and others. 

During FY21, New Forests did not receive any fines or non-
monetary sanctions for environmental non-compliance nor 
any grievances.   

The Rwanda FSC Forest Management assessment was 
delayed indefinitely due to the sale negotiations.

WATER AND CHEMICAL USAGE 

1,588,660 (estimate) litres of water were used from surface 
water on Lake Victoria, Netulidde stream and Wabitosi 
stream, as well as ground water in Kyankwanzi and Kiboga 
districts in Uganda during FY21.  None of the sources were 
significantly affected and all water abstraction in Uganda 
is closely monitored by the Ministry of Water, through 
applications for abstraction, issue of permits and quarterly 
monitoring.  We have not received complaints from the 
ministry pertaining to excessive use. We are not required 
to keep these records for Rwanda and Tanzania.

The process that uses the most water is during pole 
treatments, when we dilute copper chrome arsenate 
(CCA), the leading chemical for preserving against insect, 
weather, and other damage. This is also our only process 
that can generate hazardous waste, so it was expertly 

designed not to create any waste. Once water is mixed 
with the chemical, it is continuously reused and stays 
within this system, or the concrete bund that the treatment 
is carried out in i.e., it is never discharged. However, 
occasionally, we have pieces of CCA treated bark, wood 
and used gloves, which are collected and placed in a 
concrete bunded waste pit. When the pit is almost full, a 
new bunded waste pit is made. The full pit is sealed with 
concrete for at least 50 years.

CCA is kept in customized storage tanks erected within an 
impervious bund wall to prevent leaching. Our onsite diesel 
tank is also surrounded by a bund wall. Concrete drains 
are strategically located to channel water appropriately 
and avoid soil erosion. In the unlikely event of a spill, we 
have a spill kit on-site that is sprinkled on the affected area 
to neutralize it. The contaminated soil is then buried in 
an impervious, specifically demarcated pit until removed 
for industrial disposal. There has not been an instance of 
spillage outside a bund area to date. 

All the pesticides we use are approved by the Forest 
Stewardship Council.  There were no pesticide or oil spills 
reported greater than 50 litres in FY21. No country carried 
out noxious weed control in FY21.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
This year, our total energy consumption across the group 
was 10,766,897 MJ (estimate). This included 250,806 litres 
of diesel, (equivalent to 9,530,621 MJ) and 29,350 litres of 
petrol (equivalent to 939,215MJ). These were consumed in 
our vehicles as well as backup power generators.  

Energy consumption from the electricity grid totalled 
82,492kWh, equivalent to 296,971 MJ. This includes all of 
our operations except for the head offices in Lundamatwe, 
Tanzania, Kampala, Uganda, and Kigali, Rwanda. Energy 
consumption from renewable resources is currently not 
measured but we do use a significant amount of solar 
energy in our rural operations. 

We did not sell energy into the grid or to other parties. This 
may happen in the future with biomass byproduct from our 
sawn timber. 

Chemical usage during FY21 (in Litres)

Active
Ingredient Uganda Tanzania Rwanda

Glyphosate 6,186 3008 0

Imidacloprid 698 0 0

Triclopyr 544 0 0

CCA 194,175 93,930 0
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Commerce
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Long term, rural, 
job creation

Local skill 
building

Incentivising and 
supporting local tree 

planting 

Cluster industry 
development of suppliers 
and service providers with 

multiplier effect on local 
businesses

NEW FORESTS’ ACTIVITIES ACCELERATE LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:  

Cheaper rural 
electrification through local, 
lower priced, high quality 

poles

Enabling the construction 
industry by providing local, 

affordable, high quality 
timber products

Import substitution and 
exports generating foreign 

exchange earnings and 
savings

Reduced
corruption

Local value addition
processing

Industry 
diversification

Increased tax 
revenues

T he company 
is East Africa’s 
premier supplier 

of treated utility poles 
with a reputation for high 
quality and reliability. 
NFC maintains strict 
adherence to international 

best practice and standards, producing locally treated, 
durable, weather-resistant transmission poles for rural 
electrification. 

With 7 industrial operations, including sawmills and a 
value-added plant, we produce housing and construction 
timber as well as treated poles, fencing posts and industrial 
pallets -substituting  poor quality, illegally harvested wood 
products, or imported, plastic and steel products.

We contribute directly to the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) by promoting not only jobs and industrialization 
of wood products, but also through promoting access to 

power, through the electrification transmission network, 
which is an accelerator for many of the SDGs

New Forests’ activities accelerate local economic 
development:  

- Long term, rural, job creation
- Local skill building
- Incentivising and supporting local tree planting 
-  Cluster industry development of suppliers and service 

providers with multiplier effect on local businesses
-  Cheaper rural electrification through local, lower priced, 

high quality poles
-  Enabling the construction industry by providing local, 

affordable, high quality timber products
-  Import substitution and exports generating foreign 

exchange earnings and savings
- Local value addition processing 
- Industry diversification  
- Increased tax revenues
- Reduced corruption 

Commerce
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Quality is an increasingly important 
issue to us both commercially and within 

our shared value strategy as our 
customers realize the high cost of 

procuring low quality poles.  
Arno Immelman, Head of Sales 

and Marketing

While we contribute directly to the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals, promoting access to power, through 
electrification is a further accelerator to many of the goals.

JOB CREATION  
NFC created 1152 direct jobs and significant indirect 
employment through our suppliers and the cluster 
industries that spring up around our operations.  

We prioritise our neighbours for recruitment, as part of the 
Shared Value strategy. Operating in rural areas means 
that few have progressed beyond primary school with no 
forestry experience, so we include on the job training and 
up-skilling, as well as OHS trainings. 

QUALITY 
With first class processing sites, outstanding quality control 
and experienced management, New Forests is a leading 
producer in the region. Quality-control teams operate 
in-house laboratories to oversee the consistency and 
superior treatment of our products. Our best practices are 
defined by the European Committee for Standardisation; 
the South African National Standard, and the standards 
and treatment requirements mandated by members of the 
East African Community. NFC paid no fines in FY21 for 
non-compliance with laws or regulations concerning the 
provision and use of our products.  

During FY21, we conducted the following 
ISO quality audits. 

ISO 9001:2015 surveillance Uganda October 2020

ISO 9001:2015 surveillance Tanzania February 2021

ISO 14001:2015 surveillance Uganda March 2021

“ “
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Toolbox talk
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SUPPLY CHAIN   

It is company policy to prefer local suppliers and the 
majority of funds are spent locally.  

Typical procurement needs are road maintenance and 
construction equipment, building supplies, vehicles, 
machines, tractors, tools, pumps and spares, electrical 
equipment, personal protective equipment, raw pole 
and sawn timber material. External suppliers are only 
considered when local supplies prove to be sub-standard 
or significantly more expensive.  

In FY20 the Planning, Forestry and Operational teams 
together developed an Integrated Timber Resource 
Planning System, which was further refined in FY21. This 
provides supply chain visibility for operational managers to 
improve supply planning for each operational unit, including 

Out-grower timber. In FY21 NFC Uganda purchased timber 
directly from 10 Out-growers to the value of Over $78,000. 
This number will grow as more Out-grower timber matures 
thanks to the simplified Out-grower procurement guide and 
the commitment of Operational managers to Shared Value. 

NFC are encouraged by our stakeholders to increase supply 
chain transparency. We are moving in this direction with a 
timber supplier code of conduct and annual audits of these. 
However, it is worth noting that our East African markets are 
not yet mature enough to value this and if we are the only 
ones taking on these costs, it will make us uncompetitive. 
The company works with stakeholders to apply pressure to 
customers who can help drive the entire the market in this 
direction. Incentivising supply chain responsibility is the only 
way to institutionalize these practices in the long run.

Pole Plant

Sawmill

Roadside stock

Plantation depot

Direct to mil Out-growers/
3rd party

Mill in-bound
Mill outbound

Sales orders
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Q: Candice Taylor, when did you 
join NFC? 
A: May 2018

Q: What’s your work background?
A: I have 20+ years’ of consulting 
and corporate experience across 
Africa and the Middle East, focused 
on sustainable development 
and driving positive results. I 
have BComm and BA Honours 
degrees from Wits University in 
Johannesburg and a MSC in Global 
Challenges from the University of 
Edinburgh. 

Q: What is your main objective as 
the Chief Impact Officer (CIO)?
A: My role has two key components 
– one is reducing ESG risks 
and the other is driving positive 

environment and social impacts.  
We have great teams in Country for 
execution, so I focus on problem 
solving, innovating, reporting and 
leveraging the good foundations 
that NFC has built to continually 
optimize opportunities. There 
is a great need in East Africa 
for sustainable and responsible 
livelihoods and fortunately we have 
access to patient, forward thinking 
investors who help us develop 
meaningful projects, such as 
Forests for Prosperity.

Q: What are your main 
challenges?
A: Each country has its own 
unique challenges and it has been 
important to adopt a consultative 
approach, using the principles 
of FPIC (free, prior and informed 
consent). That does not mean we 
can move quickly, often, but it does 
ensure that we have transparency 
and solid roots for our programs to 
become self-sustaining. Our main 
objective is “building agency over 
dependency” where we operate. 
Climate Change, poverty and 
Covid-19 continue to be our biggest 
challenges.

Q: What are some of your 
successes in this role?
A: In the past three years we have 
focused on collaboration with 
Forestry, Finance and Operations to 

formalize our Out-grower programs 
in Uganda and Tanzania, with 
increased silvicultural trainings, 
financial literacy and a simple 
procurement guide, so that they 
can become part of our strategic 
timber supply. This is a win-win for 
the Company, as it reduces our risk 
of timber supply shortages or 3rd 
party quality issues. It’s a win for the 
Community as they are able to cut 
out the middleman and secure better 
prices by selling to NFC directly, 
and it’s good for the environment 
to have more trees being grown. 
We have mapped about 6,000 ha 
of Out-grower plots to date and 
this was a key foundation for the 
landscape approach to carbon 
certification, which enabled us to 
secure a partial grant for a carbon 
credits project in Uganda that will 
benefit both the Company and our 
Out-growers. 

Q: What’s next?
A: We will certify the first phase of 
our carbon credits project, related 
to afforestation, with VCS within the 
next few months. After that we will 
focus on certifying Redd+ credits 
from our conservation areas in 
Uganda. We will then apply the 
experience and lessons learnt for 
a similar carbon landscape project 
in Tanzania. This is a very exciting 
time for us as the carbon markets 
recover and prices look promising. 

INTERVIEW WITH THE CHIEF IMPACT OFFICER

Commerce
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GRI Section GRI Indicator Pages

Organisational Profile 102: 1-13 7-10 & 42

Strategy 102: 14-15 4-5; 10 & 48-49

Ethics and Integrity 102: 16-17 7-13

Governance 102: 18-26; 29  &  31-33 10-11

Stakeholder Engagement 102: 40-44 9 & 17-33

Reporting 102: 45-56 10-11 & 47

Management Approach 103:1 47

Economic Performance 201: 1-2 & 4 1 & 8; 29

Market Presence 202:2 43

Indirect Economic Impacts 203: 1-2 26-27 & 42

Procurement Practices 204-1 45

Anti-corruption 205:2 29

Anti-competitive Behaviour 206:1 29

Energy 302:1 40

Water & Effluents 303:1 40

Biodiversity 304:1 & 3-4 38-39

Emissions 305: 1-2 & 5 35-8

Emissions 306:3 40

Environmental compliance 307:1 40

Employment 401:1 30

OHS 403:1-9 31-32

Training and Education 404: 1-3 31

Diversity & Equal Opportunity 405:1 11

Non-discrimination 406:1 31

Child labour 408:1 33

Forced labour 409:1 33

Rights of Indigenous People 411:1 32

Human Rights Assessment 412: 1-3 32

Local communitites 413: 1-2 16-33

Public Policy 415:1 29

Marketing & labeling 417: 2-3 43

Customer Privacy 418:1 43

Socio-economic Compliance 419:1 29

GRI REPORTING IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE GRI STANDARDS

PROFILE
The New Forests Company publishes 
sustainability reports annually  in accordance 
with the GRI framework, covering the fiscal 
year 2021 (FY21), July 1st 2020 through June 
30th 2021.  NFC’s last report was published in 
October 2020, detailing FY20.   Unless otherwise 
stated, all areas of operation have been 
considered under each indicator, including: 
the offices, plantations, processing plants, and 
other operations in Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, 
South Africa, and Mauritius. Key commercial 
indicators are externally verified through 
our audited financials for the same period.  
There are no restatements of information from 
previous reports and no significant changes in 
scope and aspect boundaries from the FY20 
report. However, subsequent to this reporting 
period the NFC Rwanda operations were 
sold to a minority shareholder, the Rwandan 
government. FY22 reporting will therefore no 
longer include Rwandan operations or impacts.  

Queries and comments can be sent to:

NFC’s Chief Impact Officer: Candice Taylor 

email: sharedvalue@newforests.net;

phone: +27.11.44.77.344;

address: P.O. Box 2751, Rosebank, 2196  

MATERIALITY 
NFC’s management team, and board of 
directors have reviewed our performance over 
the last year, the risks we have faced, and our 
overall shared value philosophy in determining 
the material aspects for this report.  Throughout 
the year, management and staff engage 
stakeholders and include their feedback in this 
process, based on the GRI’s four principles 
of report content: materiality, stakeholder 
inclusiveness, sustainability context, and 
completeness. 
  
The material aspects listed in the GRI Content 
Index table we identified for our Rwanda, 
Uganda and Tanzania operating companies 
and their major external stakeholders which 
include suppliers, customers, government 
entities, and neighbouring communities, 
as well as international certifications and 
standards; the holdings and management 
services organizations exist to support these 
operations and do not have material operations 
themselves.
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Clues: Risks

1.  Higher temps and winds could increase this risk, which 
destroys plantations’ core value (4 letters)

2.  Global crises involving the raising of average 
temperatures by more than 2 degrees (7+6 letters)

3.  Greater risk of extreme ... events, such as flooding 
or droughts (7 letters)

4.  Lower seedling … rates due to climate change and 
impact of disease & pests (8 letters)

5.  Risk of cutting down natural forests due to wood scarcity 
(13 letters)

6.  Rural, agriculture based community … are at risk with 
climate change (11 letters)

Clues: Opportunities

7.  Ability to adapt to external changes / threats, such as 
climate change (10 letters)

8.   Abbreviation: Engaging community proactively 
(4 letters) 

9.  How NFC holistically views commerce, community and 
conservation activities (9 letters)

10.  Coastal country in East Africa where NFC operates (8 
letters)

11.  Tree species commonly treated for use as electricity 
transmission poles (10 letters)

12.  Smallholder who improves their livelihood by growing 
trees as part of NFC supply chain (9 letters)

13.  Forests For … is a community based solution for risk 
management & livelihoods development (10 letters)

14.  Improved management practices, growing stock & 
technology use through … and development  
(8 letters)

15.  Country in Africa where NFC started operations 
16 years ago (6 letters)

16.  Opportunities to receive financial… to expand forestry, 
as the world tackles climate change 
(10 letters)

17.  Species of tree grown by NFC mainly for pallets and 
construction timber (4 letters)

18.  Trees sequester large amounts of this as they grow, 
one of the best natural climate solutions (6 letters)

19.   Global certification to mark responsible forestry 
management (3 letters)

20.  Funding from the Netherlands for Nature Based 
Bankable Solutions (4 letters)

21. Global NGO dedicated to nature (3 letters)

22.  Collective term for many trees, best solution to climate 
change (7 letters)

23.  Provider of shade, shelter, homes for birds and insects, 
food and leisure (5 letters)

NFC AND CLIMATE CHANGE: RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Southern Citril by Riaan Marais
Eurasian Hobby by Riaan Marais
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L I V E L I H O O D S Q E U I

T A B F G R L A V I V R U S N

E G N A H C E T A M I L C C V

I L K D J Y O W T V Y X A Z E

S F M P S N T P O S T R L S S

T T I A W C T I A R B U Y E T

S N B R C X A D R O G D P E M

E E F I E G N P N E H T T R E

R M D V J A Z R E K P L U T N

O T F N G Q A P E Q M S S O T

F S C U O U N R S H O N O T U

F E D I F G I H R C T P K R M

P V R E S E A R C H L A J B P

I N O I T A T S E R O F E D V

C R E S I L I E N C E A F W W

1. Fire 2. Climate Change 3. Weather 4. Survival 5. Deforestation 6. Livelihoods 7. Resilience 8. FPIC 9. Landscape 10. Tanzania 11. Eucalyptus 12. 
Out-grower 13. Prosperity 14. Research 15. Uganda 16. Investment 17. Pine 18. Carbon 19. FSC 20. DFCD 21. WWF 22. Forests 23. Trees

Fan-tailed Widow bird by Riaan Marais
Whinchat by Riaan Marais
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Mauritius
2nd Floor, Suite 122
Harbour Front Building
President John Kennedy 
Street, Port Louis
Mauritius

South Africa 
WeWork Offices
The Link
173 Oxford Road
Rosebank
Johannesburg, 2196
Office 04 - 111 

Tanzania
New Forests Industrial Park
Lundamatwe Village, Kilolo 
District
P.O. Box 2610, Iringa
Tanzania

Uganda
Block B, Office 5A,
Plot 1 Kololo Hill Drive, 
Kololo
P.O. Box 71435, 
Kampala, Uganda

By buying FSCTM - certified products you help take care of the world’s 
forests (www.fsc.org) Look for our FSC-certified products.
FSCTM C131488  |  FSCTM  C124444 
FSCTM C001823  |  FSCTM  C162788

Step 1: 
Visual Identity / Logo

#GenerationRestoration

1st place Veronica Mkakatu, Tanzania

NFC ran a school kids art 
competition in the communities 
where we operate and on these are 
the winners.

1st place - Okongo Pius, Uganda 


